The multicriteria ABC inventory classification has been widely adopted by organizations for the purpose of specifying, monitoring, and controlling inventory efficiently. It categorizes the items into three groups based on some certain criteria, such as inventory cost, part criticality, lead time, and commonality. There has been extensive research on such a problem, but few have considered that the judgments about criteria's importance order usually exhibit a substantial degree of variability. In light of this, we propose a new methodology for handling the multicriteria ABC inventory classification problem using the social choice theory. Specifically, the pessimistic and optimistic results for all possible individual judgments are obtained in a closed-form manner, which are then balanced by the Hurwicz criterion with a "coefficient of optimism". The CRITIC (Criteria Importance Through Intercriteria Correlation) method is used to aggregate the individual judgments into a collective choice, according to which the items are classified into Groups A, B, and C. Through a numerical experiment, we show that the proposed methodology not only considers all possible preferences among the criteria, but also generates flexible classification schemes.
Introduction
Inventory is a necessary evil in any organization engaged in production and sale. Every unit of inventory has an economic value and is considered an asset of the organization irrespective of where it is located or in which form it is available. Nevertheless, emissions caused by inventory and related warehousing activities have gained considerable attention from both the government and the public [1] . It is pointed out by Fichtinger [2] that those emissions are highly influenced by inventory management. Therefore, efficient inventory management is critical for reducing the environmental and social impacts of organizations while maintaining their revenues [3] .
For organizations with a large number of stock keeping units (SKUs), it is time and money consuming to manage each SKU individually. A common solution is to categorize the SKUs into different groups with some logic for the purpose of managing in the same manner. In most of the organizations, inventory is categorized according to ABC analysis, which is performed based on the Pareto principle and detaches the "trivial many" from the "vital few". The ABC inventory classification provides not only a mechanism to identify SKUs that significantly affect the overall inventory cost, but also a method to pinpoint different categories of inventory that require different management and control policies [4] . Generally speaking, it categorizes the SKUs into three groups based on the 80/20 principle: Group A (very important SKUs), Group B (moderately important SKUs), and Group C (relatively unimportant SKUs) [5] . The primary goal of ABC classification is to simplify the inventory management by means of determining stock control levels of each class [6] . Benefiting from the easy-to-understand and simple-to-implement features and the excellent performance in inventory management, ABC classification has been extensively utilized to improve the efficiency of inventory control [7] .
The classification of SKUs into A, B, and C groups has been traditionally implemented based solely on one criterion, namely annual dollar usage (ADU) of the SKUs. This to a large extent reflects the principle that a small proportion of SKUs accounts for a majority of the dollar usage [8] . Nevertheless, there exist other criteria that indicate important considerations for management. Ramanathan [9] presented a summary of additional criteria that should been taken into account in ABC inventory classification: "inventory cost, part criticality, lead time, commonality, obsolescence, substitutability, number of requests for the item in a year, scarcity, durability, reparability, order size requirement, shockability, demand distribution, and stock-out penalty cost." In addition, the individual judgments about the criteria's importance order are usually different among decision makers [6] , leading to different results of inventory classification. Each of the results may have some valuable advantages that cannot be ignored; thus, it is suggested to accept all possible results first and then aggregate them to generate a comprehensive score [10] .
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to propose a new methodology, which takes into account all possible individual judgments about criteria's importance rankings, for handling the multicriteria ABC inventory classification problem. Generally speaking, for each ranking, we first derive the pessimistic and optimistic results of individual judgments among the classification criteria in a closed-form. Secondly, we combine each pair of the extreme results into one index. The set of indices is finally combined together to classify the SKUs. The proposed methodology is applied to the data provided by Ramanathan [9] . Numerical results demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed methodology, that it is able to take into account all possible individual preferences on classification criteria.
Our paper also contributes to the existing research by using the social choice theory. In the presence of multiple individual judgments, social choice theory investigates how one designs or chooses a mechanism to summarize from a set of individual judgments over alternatives available to a society with those individuals into a collective or social judgment over those same alternatives [11, 12] . The application of social choice theory to decision making has been performed in literature. Dyer and Miles [13] and Srdjevic [14] demonstrated the relationship between social choice theory and group decision making and used the proposed models for the Mariner Jupiter/Saturn 1977 project and water management, respectively. These papers in essence motivated our study that models various individual judgments and aggregates them from a collective choice viewpoint. In accordance with Diakoulaki et al. [15] and Rostamzadeh et al. [16] , we chose to use the CRITIC (Criteria Importance Through Intercriteria Correlation) method.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The literature related to our paper is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 describes the research problem. In Section 4, we present our methodology for implementing multicriteria ABC inventory classification, followed by an illustrative example in Section 5. We conclude in Section 6 by discussing the details of our methodology and suggestions for future research.
Literature Review
There has been extensive research where various operations research (OR) methods are developed to cope with the multicriteria ABC inventory classification problem.
An important branch makes full use of various optimization models. Ramanathan [9] proposed a weighted linear optimization model to classify SKUs in the presence of multiple criteria. Zhou and Fan [17] improved this model by proposing a reasonable and encompassing index considering two sets of weights that generate the least and most favorable results. Ng [18] introduced a sophisticated mathematical transformation to simplify the multicriteria ABC inventory classification. Hadi-Vencheh [19] extended this work in terms of proposing a nonlinear programming model to determine a common set of weights for all SKUs. Tsai and Yeh [20] presented a particle swarm optimization approach for inventory classification problems where SKUs are classified based on a specific objective or multiple objectives. Millstein et al. [21] formulated a mixed-integer linear program (MILP) to optimize the number of inventory groups, the corresponding service levels, and assignment of SKUs to groups simultaneously, under a limited inventory spending budget. Yang et al. [22] developed another MILP model to investigate the dynamic integration and optimization of inventory classification and inventory control decisions to maximize the net present value (NPV) of profit over a planning horizon. Park et al. [23] suggested a cross-evaluation based weighted linear optimization model for classification of SKUs. Soylu and Akyol [24] presented a linear utility function based approach to minimize the total classification error over reference SKUs. Iqbal and Malzahn [25] introduced a discriminating power test to evaluate the model's feasibility in classifying SKUs.
Another branch takes advantage of the distance concept. Bhattacharya et al. [26] proposed a distance based multicriteria consensus framework based on TOPSIS to classify SKUs. Chen et al. [8] presented a case based distance model to deal with multicriteria ABC inventory classification, in which weighted Euclidean distances were employed to formulate a quadratic optimization program to find optimal classification thresholds. Fu et al. [10] classified SKUs by considering all possible preferences among criteria, then developing a distance based approach to minimize the disparities of these preferences.
A variety of multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) techniques has also been proposed for multicriteria ABC inventory classification. Kartal et al. [27] developed a hybrid methodology that integrates machine learning algorithms with MCDM techniques to effectively perform multicriteria ABC inventory classification. Liu et al. [4] proposed a new classification approach based on an outranking model to handle the ABC classification problem with non-compensation among criteria. In light of an interval decision matrix formulated by considering all possible preferences among criteria, Li et al. [6] applied the stochastic multicriteria acceptability analysis to conduct ABC classification. Ishizaka and Gordon [28] and Ishizaka et al. [29] introduced two new sorting procedures, namely MACBETHSort and DEASort, to classify SKUs.
To the best of our knowledge, these studies either determined a common set of weights of the criteria for all SKUs or required the decision makers to subjectively rank the importance of criteria. However, it is obvious that different decision makers may make different rankings of criteria, which results in different inventory classifications. Our paper is distinguished from these studies in that we accept all possible rankings first and then aggregate the classification results using social choice theory. In this sense, it can be viewed as an extension of Ng [18] and Hadi-Vencheh [19] .
Our paper is most similar to Fu et al. [10] , who also considered various preferences on the classification criteria. Compared with them, we investigate the individual judgment under the Hurwicz criterion. This was motivated by Melkonyan and Safra [30] , who noted that the judgments about criteria's importance order usually exhibit a substantial degree of uncertainty, in the case of decision making by management committees and social choice problems. Besides, it is extremely difficult to achieve a consensus in the determination of the weights associated with each criterion [31] . To consider both the pessimistic and optimistic results comprehensively, we generated a set of Hurwicz indices by balancing the extreme results with a "coefficient of optimism" [32] .
Problem Description
Assume that there are m SKUs to be categorized into Group A, Group B, and Group C in terms of n criteria. Let x ij , i = 1, 2, ..., m, j = 1, 2, ..., n represent the performance of SKU i with respect to criterion j. We assume that all criteria are the benefit-type. This implies that the criteria are positively related to the performance of all SKUs. As for the cost-type criteria, transformation of negativity or taking the reciprocal can be applied for conversions. Because a unified scale for all criteria is necessary to alleviate the adverse impact of data magnitude, we normalize x ij as below:
, i = 1, 2, ..., m, j = 1, 2, ..., n.
A common practice is to assign weights to each criterion and then develop certain aggregation schemes to compute the overall score of SKUs. ABC analysis is therefore conducted according to the obtained scores. However, different weight determination policies and aggregation functions may generate different results. In this sense, it should be reasonable and meaningful to combine all possible results together, providing a more encompassing analysis [17] .
Methodology
The methodology proposed was three fold and began with investigating all possible individual judgments among the ABC inventory classification criteria, under which the pessimistic and optimistic results were derived in a closed-form manner; we then employed the Hurwicz criterion to balance the worst and best results; the CRITIC method was lastly used to aggregate the individual judgments into a collective choice, according to which the SKUs were classified into Group A, Group B, and Group C.
Individual Judgment
For the ease of demonstration, we only investigate one of the individual judgments on the importance order of criteria in this section, the result of which can be easily migrated to other individual judgments. We consider the situation in which w 1 ≥ w 2 ≥ · · · ≥ w n , and w j , j = 1, 2, ..., n are the importance degrees of criterion j. In this sense, the pessimistic and optimistic results for SKU i can be determined by the following two linear programs [6] :
and:
For α j ≥ 0, j = 1, 2, ..., n, we define the weights as w k = n ∑ j=k α j . This is consistent with the given importance order of criteria,
Moreover, we define s ik = 1 k k ∑ j=1 y ij , k = 1, 2, ..., n, then:
In this sense, the linear program (3) is equivalent to the following expression:
Let k ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} satisfy that s i k = max k {s ik }, then the optimal solution to Linear Program (5) is determined by:
Therefore, the optimistic result for SKU i with certain individual judgment can be easily determined as the following closed form:
y ij , k = 1, 2, ..., n. This scheme is easy-to-understand and simple-to-implement and can be readily migrated to other individual judgments. Similarly, the pessimistic result for SKU i with certain individual judgment can be derived
y ij , k = 1, 2, ..., n.
Hurwicz Criterion
The Hurwicz criterion allows the decision maker to consider both the pessimistic (or worst) and optimistic (or best) possible results comprehensively. By incorporating a "coefficient of optimism", it generates a Hurwicz index for balancing pessimism and optimism in decision making under uncertainty. In order to perform an overall evaluation considering all individual judgments and make full use of the interval valued results, this paper takes advantage of the Hurwicz criterion to simultaneously involve the worst and best possible outcomes. 
When α = 0 and α = 1, the Hurwicz index value becomes the pessimistic and optimistic results, respectively. α = 0.5 indicates a completely neutral situation, in which the Hurwicz index is the mean of the pessimistic and optimistic outcomes.
Consider the interval valued results associated with two SKUs i and
f , the comparison of which is denoted in the following Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 implies that the Hurwicz criterion approach is capable of distinguishing the results under certain individual judgment, in the presence of both the pessimistic and optimistic possible results.
CRITIC Method
To aggregate various individual judgments into a collective choice, we construct a new decision matrix with SKU-as-row and individual judgment-
The CRITIC method determines objective weights based on the quantification of two fundamental notions of MCDM: the contrast intensity and the conflicting character of the evaluation criteria [15, 16] . The working process of the CRITIC method is introduced as follows.
Normalize the new decision matrix v H
it m×n! . 2. Compute the standard deviation for individual judgment t, σ t , which quantifies the contrast intensity of the corresponding judgment. In this sense, σ t can be regarded as a measure of the value of judgment t to the decision making process. 3. Construct a symmetric matrix, with dimension n! × n!, and a generic element r tl , which is the linear correlation coefficient between individual judgments t and l. The more discordant the scores of individual judgments t and l are, the smaller the value r tl . Hence,
(1 − r tl ) denotes a measure of the conflict created by individual judgment t associated with the decision situation defined by the rest of the individual judgments. 4. Calculate the amount of information. Information contained in MCDM problems is comprised of contrast intensity and conflict of the individual judgments. In this sense, the amount of information I t can be determined by quantifying two notions in terms of a multiplicative aggregation formula:
(1 − r tl ). 5 . Determine a set of common weights associated with each individual judgment t as below:
The larger the value I t , the more information emitted by the corresponding individual judgment t and the higher its relative importance for the decision making process.
Then, the aggregated judgment for SKU i is:
Consequently, the SKUs can be sorted according to v i and classified with predefined distribution of Groups A, B, and C.
Case Study
For the purpose of demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed methodology, we collected and normalized the data from the multicriteria ABC inventory classification literature [9, 18] , as Table 1 . Three benefit-type criteria, namely average unit cost (AUC), annual dollar usage (ADU), and lead time (LT), were considered to classify 47 SKUs. We take into account the comprehensive individual judgments among ADU, AUC, and LT. They are CUT : AUC  ADU  LT, CTU : AUC  LT  ADU, UCT : ADU  AUC  LT,  UTC : ADU LT AUC, TCU : LT AUC ADU, and TUC : LT ADU AUC. The pessimistic  and optimistic results for each individual judgment are calculated and reported in Table 2 . Table 2 . The pessimistic and optimistic results.
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CUT CTU
• as α increases from zero to one, the changes of the rankings are almost monotonic, indicating that the attitudes of decision makers on the risk will have a fairly significant impact on the control policy over SKUs; • the SKUs ranking in the middle (e.g., SKU 37) have higher variability in ranking than those ranked in a high place (e.g., SKU 2) or low place (e.g., SKU 30) , which means that the most and least important SKUs are easy to classify while the remaining ones are hard; • SKU 9 ranks lower than SKU 10 when α = 0, but ranks higher when α > 0.3, which is in accordance with Theorem 1; • none of the criteria determine the rankings, indicating that our methodology fully considers the preferences among these criteria.
In line with previous literature on multicriteria ABC inventory classification, this study maintained the same distribution of Groups A, B, and C, that is 10 in Group A, 14 in Group B, and 23 in Group C. The classification results under different values of α are presented in Table 4 . It is observed that:
• Twenty-eight out of 47 SKUs were classified in a robust manner; • SKUs 1, 2, 3, 9, 13, and 29 were always categorized as Group A; SKUs 12, 19, 31, 39, and 40 remained in Group B; and SKUs 11, 16, 17, 21, 24, 25, 26, 27, 30, 32, 35, 36, 38, 41, 42, 44 , and 46 were always classified into Group C; • the classification results of remaining 19 SKUs were heavily dependent on the variation of α, e.g., when α = 0 and α = 1, SKU 34 was classified into Group C and Group A, respectively; • most of the SKUs that were ranked higher (lower) as α increased were observed with a relative high (low) value in LT, which indicated that individuals may prefer LT most in the optimistic situation; • the above phenomenon also worked for AUC, but the relation was less apparent. 
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In terms of implementing the CRITIC method, we summarize the optimal weights associated with each individual judgments according to Equation (9) . The results are shown in Table 5 , in which the rankings of all individual judgments are reported in the brackets. The results revealed five preferences among these individual judgments. They were, [2] We found that although we considered all possible individual judgments about the criteria's importance order, the weight of each individual judgment still varied. The reason could be that some criteria naturally cannot discriminate SKUs. For example, the standard deviation of attribute AUC was the smallest, and CUT and CTU were always regarded as the two least important judgments.
To further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we compare our classification results (as shown in Table 4 ) with the results derived from two related studies in Table 6 . Note that the items in Table 6 are listed in descending order according to their rankings in the last column of Table 3 .
The Ng model denotes the method proposed by Ng [18] who only considered the optimistic situation and one individual judgment UCT. It can be viewed as a special case of our method when both the coefficient α and the weight λ UCT are set to one. Compared with our results in optimistic situation, there were 11 of 47 SKUs that was classified differently. This was due to the fact that the Ng model ranks the criteria as ADU AUC LT; thus, the classification results mostly depended on the scores of ADU. For example, SKU 45 with low ADU and high LT was grouped into Class B using the Ng model, but grouped into Class A using the proposed method because it also considered the situation when LT was preferred more than ADU.
The HV model [19] extends the Ng model by specifying weights for each criteria conditioned on that the ranking of the criteria has been determined. Under the same ranking as the Ng model (UCT), the classification results using the HV model are illustrated in Table 6 . The results were almost in accordance with the Ng model in that if the Ng model classified one SKU in a higher (lower) group than the proposed method, then the HV model also classified it in a higher (lower) group. Therefore, our method provided a more reasonable index for multicriteria inventory classification as compared to the Ng model and HV model, since it incorporated various individual judgments about the importance order of criteria. Although one can specify different judgments manually before applying the Ng model and HV model so as to generate different results of classification, our method still was advanced in aggregating them together into a comprehensive result.
The last column of Table 6 illustrates the results derived from Fu et al. [10] who also considered that different decision makers may prefer different criteria and are unlikely to achieve a consensus.
Similar to our paper, they first derived the score for each SKU with each criteria ranking and then calculated common weights associated with all rankings using a distance based decision making approach. However, they only considered the optimistic situation; thus, as is shown in Table 6 , their results were quite close to our method when α = 1. That is, only four out of the 47 SKUs were classified differently. As α decreased from one to zero, there were more differences. Especially when α = 0, 15 SKUs did not have the same classification. In this view, our method was more flexible by incorporating the "coefficient of optimism". To evaluate the robustness of our method, we conducted another experiment on 10 datasets, each of which contained 10 SKUs randomly selected from the original data without replacement. For each datum, we calculated the rankings of the SKUs and compared them with the rankings in Table 3 . Since the value of α affected the rankings, we only considered the risk-neutral situation, that is α = 0.5. The same results could be obtained for other values.
The comparisons are shown in Table 7 . Take Data 1 as an example, it contained SKUs 3, 14, 45, 34, 31, 6, 20, 27, 42 , and 41. These SKUs ranked 6 th , 8 th , 10 th , 12 th , 16 th , 20 th , 28 th , 42 n , 44 th , and 45 th out of 47 SKUs, but ranked 2 nd , 1 st , 3 rd , 5 th , 4 th , 6 th , 7 th , 8 th , 9 th , and 10 th in Data 1. According to the results in Table 7 , we found that the order of the rankings on the third row was almost in accordance with the second row. That is, if one SKU was considered to be more important than another one in the original data, then such a relation probably held in the new data. Furthermore, the SKUs that ranked high (low) among the 47 SKUs would also be considered as important (unimportant) among the 10 SKUs. There were a few counter examples (indicated by boldface in Table 7 ). However, the rankings of these SKUs were close to each other in the original data, which meant that it was naturally difficult to rank them. In this sense, we concluded that our method was able to provide robust classification. Through the above numerical experiments, we were able to conclude that our results, which took into account all possible individual judgments, were robust and effective. The methodology presented in this paper provided a new framework in dealing with the multicriteria ABC inventory classification problem. In addition, our results were originated from the simultaneous consideration of the pessimistic and optimistic results under certain individual judgment, which were then balanced by a coefficient of optimism to alleviate the uncertainty between the pessimistic and optimistic outcomes. The social choice result was then obtained by means of aggregating the individual judgments through the CRITIC method. In this sense, various ABC inventory classification results were derived with different coefficients of optimism, showing the flexibility of our methodology.
Conclusions
A sustainable supply chain demands the consideration of not only the economic, but also the social and environmental aspects, which cannot be achieved without efficient inventory management [33] . The ABC inventory classification is one of the fundamental problems in inventory management. It provides organizations with more efficient means for reducing emissions emanating from inventory (e.g., waste of storage and materials) and warehousing (e.g., heating, cooling, air conditioning, and lighting) with little effect on their profitability.
Almost all of the existing multicriteria ABC inventory classification literature is performed following the weighting and aggregating rationale. Very few of these works have uncovered this issue considering the various individual judgments on criteria, according to which the pessimistic (or worst, least favorable) and optimistic (or best, most favorable) results are obtained. Nevertheless, the investigation on uncertainty between pessimism and optimism is ignored. The main purpose of our study was to bridge this gap by taking advantage of the Hurwicz criterion to describe the outcome from certain individual judgment. Motivated by the social choice theory, the CRITIC method was applied to aggregate a variety of individual judgments into a collective choice decision. This paper contributes to the multicriteria ABC inventory classification literature by providing more methodological options.
Although the usefulness and robustness of the proposed methodology was demonstrated through numerical study, we expect future researchers to carry out more case studies using data from other industries or under different multicriteria decision making contexts. In addition, we only considered three criteria in the experiment, which included six possible rankings of the criteria's importance. However, the number of possible rankings increased exponentially with respect to the number of criteria, and there was great computational burden to go through all the possibilities before aggregation. A method or algorithm to prune meaningless criteria's importance rankings so as to generate results quickly is also expected in the future.
